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Let A = OgsG A, be an algebra over a field k strongly graded by a finite 
group G with identity e; for example, a crossed product r*, G. In this 
paper we will study connections between mod A, and mod A, where 
mod A, (mod A) denotes the category of finitely presented AC-modules 
(A-modules). It follows from [2] that there is a ring A Morita equivalent 
to A, and an action of G on A such that the skew group ring A[G] and 
A are Morita equivalent. From this it follows that if we know that a 
property (*) holds for mod A if and only if it holds for mod A[G], then (*) 
holds for mod A, if and only if it holds for mod A. 
In the case of both strongly graded rings and skew group rings, we have 
natural ring maps A, + A and A + A[G], which induce natural functors 
between the module categories, by restriction and tensor product. To be 
able to transfer properties of these functors from skew group rings to 
strongly graded rings, we prove that there are equivalences I: mod A, + 
modAandJ:modA+modA[G]suchthatJ.F-F’.IandI.H2:H’.J, 
where F (F’) and H (H’) are induction and restriction for the rings A, and 
A (A and A [G J ), respectively. Some equivalences occurring in [ 1,2, 51 
turn out to work. 
As an application we get the following. If A, is an artin algebra, k is 
algebraically closed, and the order of G is invertible in k, then the natural 
functors F and H map an almost split sequence to a direct sum of almost 
split sequences. An interesting special case of this is k[N] --) k[G], where 
N is a normal subgroup of a finite group G and the order of G/N is 
invertible in k. 
Throughout this paper k will denote a field. Let A be a (graded) ring, 
then Mod A (gr Mod A) and mod A (gr Mod A) will denote the category 
of (graded) A-modules and the category of finitely presented (graded) 
A-modules. If two rings A and B are Morita equivalent, we will write 
A - B. If G is a group, then IGI will denote the order of G. 
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To state the results we need from [Z], we first recall the dehnitions of 
Hopf algebra and smash product [4]. 
Let H be an algebra over k. Then H is a k-biulgebra if H is an algebra 
in the usual sense, and in addition has a comultiplication A: H -+ H @)k H 
and a counit E: H -+ k satisfying appropriate properties [4, pp. 52-531. For 
h in H, we will use the so-called Sigma notation for the comultiplication, 
namely 
d(h)=Ch,i@hli=C h,@h,. 
I (h) 
A linear map S: H + H is called an antipode for H if 
Ch,S(h,)=&(h).l,=CS(h,)h, 
(h) (h) 
for all h in H, where I, is the identity in H [4, p. 731. A k-bialgebra H 
with an antipode S is called a Hopf algebra (with antipode S). 
DEFINITION. Let A be an algebra and H a Hopf algebra with comulti- 
plication A and counit E over k. Then A is an H-module algebra if there 
exists a map $: HOk A -+ A satisfying: 
(i) A is an H-module under $. 
(ii) tj(h@ab)=~C~,tj(h,@a)$(hz@b)foraandbinAandhinH, 
where A(12)=C,h,121@122. 
!iii) @(hOl.)=E(h)~lA3 where 1, is the identity in A. 
For simplicity, we will write h . a for t,b(k @ a). 
DEFINITION. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an H-module algebra over 
k. Then the smash product A # His as a vector-space over k, A@, H, with 
elements a @ h written as a # 11. Multiplication is defined by 
(a # g)(b #h) = c a(g, .b) # g2k where A!g?=c g,Ogz. 
(&?) (g! 
The element 1, # 1, is the identity in A # H. For further details on 
Hopf algebras and smash products we refer to [4]. 
Next, we will recall the following examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A[G] be a skew group ring. Then .4[G] can be 
viewed as a smash product. The group ring k[G] is a Hopf algebra with 
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comultiplication A, counit E, and antipode S given by A(g) = g@g, 
c(g) = 1, and S(g) = g-l. The group ring k[G] acts on A induced by the 
action of G on A, namely (ag) .a = Mg(,4) for erg in k[G] and 1 in A. Then 
A is a k[G]-module algebra and 
A[G] 1: A # k[G]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be an algebra over k graded by a finite group G, 
so A= @,,,+I,. Let H = k[G] * = Hom,(k[G], k) with dual basis 
(p, 1 p,(h) = 6,, for g and h in G}. Then H is a Hopf algebra over k with 
multiplication, comultiplication, counit, and antipode S given by pg .p,, = 
6,,,,~,, A(P,) = CkeG pghml 0 phy E(P~) = 6e,gy and S(P,) = ~~-1, rewc- 
tively. The graded ring A is an H-module algebra, where the action of 
H=k[G]* on A is given byp,.a=a, for a=&,..~, in A. Then we can 
form A # k[G] *, where the multiplication is given by 
la # P,)cb # Ph)= c a(P,f-l.b) # Pf’Ph 
ffG 
=4bgh-d # Ph. 
The Hopf algebra k[G] acts on A # k[G]* by g . (a # ph) =a # phg-l 
for g in G and a # ph in A # k[G]*. By Example 1 -we can form 
A # kCGI* # k[G]. 
Now we will recall some results from [2]. Let A be as in the example 
above. The algebra A is called strongly graded by G if A,. A,, = Agh for all 
g and h in G. For practical reasons, we put A’ = A,. 
THEOREM 1 [2, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.131. (1) The categories 
gr Mod A and Mod A # k[G]* are equivalent. 
(2) A is strongly graded by G if and only if the functor 
A OA,-: Mod A’ + gr Mod A is an equivalence. 
Remark. The equivalence between the categories gr Mod A and 
Mod A # k[G]* is given by the functor ( )#: gr Mod A --) Mod A # 
KG1 *, where (a # ph) .rn = am,, for a # ph in A # k[G]* and m in 
M#=MingrModA. Iff:M+NingrModA, thenf#=J: (Iff:M-+N 
in gr Mod A, then f(Mh) c Nh.) 
COROLLARY 2. If A is strongly graded by G, then the functor 
I= (A@,.,-)#: mod A’-, mod A # k[G]* 
is an equivalence. 
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This section is devoted to proving our main result. Let A be an algebra 
over k strongly graded by a finite group G. We have seen that 
A, - A # k[G]*, and it follows by one of the duality theorems from [2, 
Theorem 3.51 that A- A # k[G]* # k[G]. If we let A = A # k[G]*, 
then A e - A and A - A[G]. We want to find equivalences I: mod A, -+ 
mod A and J: mod A -+ mod A[G] such that we have the “commutative 
relations” with the restriction and induction functors mentioned in the 
Introduction, namely, J. F 1: F’ . Z and I. H II H’ . J. For Z we use the 
equivalence from Corollary 2. The equivalence J will be a special case of 
the following lemma, which essentially is in [ 1, 51. For practical reasons, 
we put A’ = A,. 
Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over k and B an H-module 
algebra. Let R = B # H, a # h be in R and f in H* = Hom,(H, k). Define 
where A(h) = Cch, h, 0 h,. With this action of H* on R, R is an H*-module 
algebra and we can form R # H* = B # H # H* = Z. The action of H* 
on R defines a left Z-module structure on R. 
LEMMA 3. E = rR@,-: mod B--f mod B # H # H* is an equivalence 
of categories. 
Proof, It is sufkient to prove that R, is a progenerator and that the 
natural map p: Z + End,(R,) is an isomorphism of algebras. Let 
n = dim, H and S: H -+ H be the antipode, which is invertible since H is 
finite dimensional [4, pp. 101-1031. The map 4: R= B # H+ Bgk H, 
where $(a # h)=C,,, (S-‘(h,) .a)@R, is a right B-isomorphism (the 
inverseisa@h-+C,,,(h,.a)#h,),so thatR,=B# Hs=B@,,H-B”, 
and R, is a progenerator. The natural map p: Z’-+ End,(R,), where 
p(y)(r) = 1’. r for y in Z and r in R, is an algebra isomorphism [l, 53. 
Hence, E is an equivalence. 
THEOREM 4. Zf A is an algebra over k strongly graded by a finite group 
G, then there exist a ring A, an action of G on A, and equivalences 
Z:modA’-+modA and J:modA-+modA[G], such that J.FzF’.i 
and I. H or H’ . J, where F= AQaS-: mod A’ -+ mod A, H = restriction: 
mod A -+ mod A’, F’ = A[G] @ n-: mod A -+ mod A[G], and H’ = restrir- 
Con: mod A [ G] + mod A. 
Proof. As already mentioned, we let A = A # k[G] *, where the action 
481/126,1-l? 
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of G on A is given in Example 2. This action is the same action as defined 
above, namely 
g. ta # Ph)= c a # g(Pf) Phf-’ 
=f;G a # pf(g) phf-‘=a # p&-l 
J-CC 
using k[G] 1: k[G]**. We let I: mod A’ -+ mod A be the equivalence given 
by Corollary 2, and J= ,4 OA-: mod A -+ mod A [G] be the equivalence 
given by Lemma 3. We want to show that these functors yield the 
“commutative relations” with the restriction and induction functors, 
namely J.FzF’.Iand I.H=H’.J. 
First we will prove that J-F and F’ I are isomorphic functors. Let M 
be in mod A’. Then 
J.F=AQ,A@,.M-A@,.M 
and 
F’ . I(M) = A[G] @/, (A @/ M)#. 
Since Ag = gA, every element in F’ . I(M) can be written as a sum of 
elements of the form g @ (a @I m). Define 
8,: F’.Z(M)+J-F(M) 
0,(gQ(aQm))=a # p,-1om. 
It is straightforward to prove that eM is a functorial A # k[G]* # @G]- 
homomorphism, and it is obviously surjective. Using the isomorphisms 
and 
F’.I(A’) = A # k[G-J* # k[G] 0, # kcG,e (A Oar A’)# 
= A # kCGI* # KG] 0, # kCG,* A# 
J.F(A’)=A # k[G]*Q.4,A'2:A # k[G]*=i@, 
it is easy to see that BM is an isomorphism for all free A’-modules. Since 
eM is functorial for A4 in mod A’, a standard argument using a presentation 
of A4 shows that 13~ is a functorial isomorphism for A4 in mod A’. Hence, 
the functors J . F and F’ . Z are isomorphic. 
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Next we will show that I- L and L’ . J are isomorphic functors. Let M be 
in mod A. Define 
A,: Z.L(M)=(A@,.M)# -+A # k[G]*@,M=L’.J(M) 
I,(aOm)=a # p,OAm 
for a @ m in I. L(M). It is straightforward to prove that A, is a functorial 
,4 # k[G]*-homomorphism. We claim that AM is surjective. Since 
A # k[G]*=(l, # k[G]*)A, every element in L’.J(M)=A # k[G]* 
@,., N can be written as a sum of elements of the form 1, # p,@ m for pp 
in k[G]* and m in M. Let ug be in A,, b,-l in Ag-l, and M in n/Z. Then 
Since A, .A,-[ = A’ for all g in G, there exists an element x in L . Z(M) such 
that n,(x) = 1 A # p,@m for every 1, # pg@ m in L’ . J(M), hence 2, is 
surjective for all M in mod A. Using the isomorphisms 
Z.L.(A)=(A@,.;4)” N @ (A@,. A,)= @ Ac=‘~‘~’ 
BEG geG 
and 
it is easy to see that 1, is an isomorphism for all free A-modules. As 
before, the functors I. L and L’ . J are isomorphic. 
3 
Now we will use our main result and deduce some consequences using 
results from [3]. Throughout this section we assume that k is an algebrai- 
cally closed field and that A is an algebra over k strongly graded by a finite 
group G. We will restrict to the situation where A, is artinian. 
Before we proceed, we will recall the setup from [3]. Let i: X4 + f be a 
ring monomorphism between two artinian rings A and Z. Let 
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F= TQn-: mod A + mod r and H = restriction: mod r+ mod A. Three 
important properties in this setup are [3]: 
(A) (i) ,4 is a two-sided summand of K 
(ii) The product map I-Q4 r+ r is a split epimorphism as 
two-sided r-modules. 
(B) (H, F) is an adjoint pair of functors. 
(C) rr = rT= rad r, where r denotes the radical of ,4, rad ,4. 
The properties (A) and (C) can also be formulated as a categorical 
property. Namely, (A)(i) (resp. (A)(ii)) holds if and only if there is a split 
monomorphism (epimorphism) I -+ HF (FH -P J), where I: mod II + 
mod /i (J: mod r -+ mod r) is the identity functor (see [S] ). Property (C) 
holds if and only if F and H preserve semisimple modules and projective 
covers (see [3]). Combining our main theorem with [3] we get the 
following. 
THEOREM 5. If A, is an artin algebra, the order of G is invertible in A,, 
and i: A, + A is the natural ring monomorphism, then the properties (A), 
(B), and (C) hold. 
THEOREM 6. Let A, be an artin algebra and assume that the order of G 
is invertible in k. 
(a) If 0 -+ X+ Y--f Z -+ 0 is an almost split sequence in mod A, (or 
modA), then O+FX+FY+FZ-+O (or O-,HX-+HY+HZ-+O) is a 
direct sum of almost split sequences in mod A (or mod A,). 
(b) If X+ Y is a minimal left or right almost split map in mod A, (or 
mod A), then FX -+ FY (or HX -+ HY) is a direct sum of minimal left or 
right almost split maps in mod A (or mod A,). 
A special family of strongly graded rings are the crossed products and a 
special case of these again is the following. Let G be a finite group and N 
a normal subgroup, then k[G] is strongly graded by G/N and k[G] is 
isomorphic to a crossed product k[N]FG/N for some y. Then we get the 
following consequence for group algebras. 
COROLLARY 7. Let F = k[G] OkCNl-: mod k[N] + mod k[G] and 
H= restriction: mod k[G] + mod k[N]. Zf the order of GIN is invertible in 
k, then the functors F and H preserve almost split sequences in the sense of 
Theorem 6. 
This result can be used to compare the AR-quivers for k[N] and k[G]. 
We end by stating the following consequences, where we do not need the 
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extra information about the “commutative relations” with the restriction 
and induction functors in Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 8. If A, is an artin algebra and the order of G is invertible in 
k, then the following hold: 
(a) A, is of finite representation type if and only if A is. 
(b) A, is I-Gorenstein if and only if A is. 
(c) (i) gl. dim. A, = gl. dim. A. 
(ii) dom. dim. A, = dom. dim. A. 
(iii) A, is selfinjective if and only if A is. 
(iv) A, is an A&under algebra if and onIy if A is. 
(d) A, is Nakayama if and only if A is. 
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